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General Information

Schedule Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays (Alternate Weekdays)

Title of the Activity English Classes for Housekeeping Staff

Starting Date 01/08/2022 to 24/08/2022

Timings 3pm - 4pm

Venue Classroom 104

Number of Sessions 10 ( To begin with)

Facilitator and POC

Name Ananya Desai

Title USC Representative

Department Department of English and Cultural Studies,
CHRIST (Deemed to be University)

Student Volunteer

Name Nainika Addanki

Title Student of 5BALIB

Organization Department of Liberal Arts, CHRIST (Deemed to be University)

Faculty Coordinators

Name Dr Suja Mol John

Dr Roy Mathew

Organization Faculty Coordinators for Student Council BGR

Staff Coordinator

Name Ms Jeena George

Title IPM BGR



Rapporteurs

Name of the Rapporteur Ananya Pooja Desai

Email and Contact No 9920368115, ananyapooja.desai@arts.christuniversity.in

Name of the Rapporteur Ananya Zharotia

Email and Contact No 8197788941, ananya.zharotia@jouh.christuniversity.in

Name of the Rapporteur Pranathi SK

Email and Contact No 8296486875, pranathi.sk@bba.christuniversity.in

Descriptive Report

Session 1

During the first session of the English Classes for Housekeeping Staff, the objective was to brief
them on greetings in English and help them learn how to introduce themselves . This was a
revision class to help them recall the basics they were already familiar with.

They were instructed on how to introduce themselves , with the usual details such as name, age,
residence, family history, etc along with being taught basic greetings such as hello, good morning,
goodnight and goodbye.

Session 2

In the second session they were taught etiquette; words such as please, thank you and sorry. This
was an important session as we wanted to emphasize the importance of etiquette and how it helps
one be thoughtful about their conduct and respect toward others. They were also taught basic
questions namely why, what, where, when and how.

Session 3

In the third session they were taught how to respond to questions as well as negation. The purpose
of this session was to help them learn more words that will help communicate with the students
better, like agreeing and disagreeing by using words like yes and no, to make their jobs easier.

Session 4
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Teaching the staff how to locate items took place during the fourth session (words relating to the
topic). By teaching them words like this, that, right, left, front, back, over there, etc., this session
expanded their vocabulary and helped them communicate more effectively.

Session 5

In the sixth lesson, they learned identification techniques and went over asking questions to locate
objects. This lesson included identifying colours like red, blue, yellow, and green as well as queries
like "take this" and "give me that," among others.

Session 6

In the sixth session the staff were taught reaction sentences. The purpose of this session was to
teach the staff communication phrases which allow them to get their point across thereby helping
improve communication between them and the students. Some of the phrases taught were - dont
do this, please get up, i don't know and please stop.

Session 7

In the seventh session they were taught about the human body parts and human emotions. This
session was seen to be a necessary one because it is the basics of oneself and teaching it to the staff
was important.They learned about many body parts, including the eyes, ears, nose, and mouth, as
well as emotions like anger, sadness, happiness, and fear.

Session 8

In the eighth session they were taught about the items of clothing regularly seen in and around the
campus. We saw that it was necessary to include a session on clothing items as the staff must be
aware of items they see on a daily basis around them. The lesson consisted of words like shirt,
pants, kurti, tie, shoes and the ID card as well.
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